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The Participial Formations of the Geminate Verbs.
By B. Halper, M. A,, in London.
Before proceeding to explain the participial formations of the geminate
verbs it is necessary to give a brief outline of the principles underlying
the participles of the ordinary strong verb. The interesting studies of
BARTH, LAGARDE and others in this field of research have largely con-
tributed to a better understanding of the development of verbal and
nominal forms of Semitic languages, and facilitated the task of special
inquiries. My indebtedness to these scholars will be evident everywhere,
especially in 'the sections dealing with the regul r verb.
L
. The participles and adjectives commonly used in Semitic languages
are three in number: —
0 ^s fts' <\ s s . ? s '
1) iJ-**> as: δ·^ " followingi c^^" beautiful; Uu-oJ middle-aged. D^H
wise\ "lt^  right, straight; by foolish; \A white.
2) J^> s: ^ΛΑ tearingj |^  suffering\ ^£ irrigatedj ^j^ sad.
low; ^50 desiring) delighting; HD^ forgetting.
° *'
 f> ^^ f> ?,' 1 f* * s3) JAS, as: llio awake-j L-aJu witty] ^^ impatient. TIJ fearing*;
J deep\ Dj?JJ crookedj ^Ϊ5ί round.
Out of these simple forms arose the following classes of participles
Q s 6 j,r
and adjectives which, especialiy in the case of JS S and J-as, have almost
completely supplanted the original unlengthened forms: —
i) Jl 3 out of J. 9 by lengthening the second vowel, as:
diligent; ^ ^ irascible; oU^ cowardly, timid. "ΊΐΠ^ clean; ^>TO great;
\\T\Z one w ho tests; ^Tl^ & '* 'acket w^y '/ 1^1^  a purifier* The "feminine of
all these when it occurs naturally retains the 1 unchanged. It must be
noticed here that LAGARDE2 classifies some "of these examples among the
s1
 ni) may, as far as the form is concerned, be classified as a Jt^s,. but as its perfect
6
 stis also "ti; I prefer to take it as a <J-a3. Σ Bildung der Nomina, p. 30.
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O^x
unlengthened JAS forms. This view, s shown by BARTH throughout
his Nominalbildung and ZDMG XLIV, p. 683, is quite untenable, since
the feminine forms of this class are entirely different from those of
Ο χ Ο χ
2) J-£ 3 out of J. S by lengthening the second vowel, s:
slain; ^^ noble; <-Α^£ knowing; vJ^^K cutting; ^^ mighty;
nearj y>£ strong; ?~£* powerful. D^D anointed] fiTO beaten]
^ reaper*; *VDN imprisoned, a prisoner; *VJJS small, youngi D*1)?} pleasant,
sweet.
In Syriac this form appears either with the first vowel omitted, s:
rj£± Holding} ^^Λ slain; OU^CD emptyj fA^*» tarne; or with the first
syllable sharpened, s ^^»| terrible; +*& rebelling, resisting] CL>OI; terri-
AjJ*ifary removed] »?A holy; γ^3λ wise.
3) J^ S out of JAS by lengthening the second vowel, s:
thankful·, J^% received; vJ^o feeble; ^ ungratefuL DWJJ strong,
mighty; tfttN incurable, dangerous} sore; 3\Γ& written; ΊΟΪ remembering,
mindfuL In Syriac we have again two forms of this class: #) with the
first vowel omitted, s: JLa<i£; i ;^ J^ooJ&i a friend, beloved; b) with the
first vowel lengthened into s l>*% a guide; lp& a creator; \\**& a
commander] Ιία»^ α dw eller, an inhabitant; JL^ a hearer.
Ο χ- Ο χ Ο
4) «J*£ out of JAS by lengthening the first vowel, s:
killing', *fJ£ inhabited, cultivated; ^Jl* knowing', £jli j »»rf, untmpaired.
DH13 writer, writing; 1ΓΠ2 choosing]^h\\ worthless, mean. yvA; loving;
^ hungryi ^M fearing. At this stage it must be stated that the deri-
vation of this form, which is perhaps the most frequent in all Semitic
languages, is the subject of a great deal of controversy. BARTH2 on the one
hand maintains that the origin of this. form is JUi corresponding to the
imperfect stem, in which the vowels and ϊ are chaiacteristic of the
transitive verb. While most of the other scholars, s, for instance,
WRIGHT3 and LAGARDE* have explained this participle s arising out
of J i^, the first vowel being lengthened to a and the second attenuated
to ζ like "1123 out of 1133." WRIGHT, however, admits the possibility of
this form being an intensive of the intransitive k til, the iise of which
has been gradually extended so s to embrace all classes of verbs. This
view approximates very closely that of BARTH, although the explanation
is entirely different. -But BARTH's view is by far the most preferable.
ϊ Isa. 175. 2 Nominalbildung, p. 200. 3 tedures on Comparativc Grammar, p. 196.
4 Bildung der Nomina, p. 83, 1. 17.
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Therc is no necessity to assume that the second vowel was attenuated
from ä to zy sincc all Semitic languages in their earliest stages known
to us have in this form and not ä. And for WKIGHT'S alternative
explanation it is hardly possible that out of the intransitive kätil the
ordinary active participle of the regulär transitive verb should be deve-
loped. All the objections urged against BARTH have been ably refuted
by him in ZDMG XLIV, p. 695 ff., and in a note on page 200 of the
second edition of his Nominalbildung.
As may be noticed from the examples which I have quoted above,
one and the same form may be transitive in one case and intransitive
in another. Moreover the transitive forms are sometimes active and
sometimes passive. Thus in TJJIJ small, young and D^i sweet, pleasant
we have instances of intransitive adjectives, whereas JVflS beaten and JVBto
anointed are transitive and passive, and Tj?D a commander and ^?jj a
reaper are transitive active. Dto'JJ strong, mighty and fc^liN incureable, sore
are intransitive adjectives, whilst \ \ ) engraved and MJJ forsaken are
transitive passive participles, and nWt^JI the oppressor, de Spoiler (\|/ 1378)
is transitive active. ^HJ great and 211$ near are intransitive adjectives,
while Jina one who tests, *] purifier, p1$J> an oppressor (Jer 22 3, parallel
to p^iy, Jer 2l 12) are transitive active.
BARTH in his Nominalbildung, äs is well known, accounts for this
phenomenon in a very ingenious way. He divides nouns and adjectives
into two classes: i) those which are derived from the perfect stem, and
2) those which are derived from the imperfect stem. And since in the
perfect stem ä in the second syllable is the chäracteristic vowel of the
transitive verb and ü and of the intransitive verb, we get forms like
D^ri1 wise, (discriminating) from. the transitive £ perfect DDH, )1 2 one
who 'tests from ] | , *)HS purificr from *) .^ tfJJJ pleasant is from in-
transitive perfect. DJtt2; WtäÜ sore is from intransitive ü perfect Wtä
which does not occur in Hebrew, but Arabic «Ju5\ was soft makes it
clear that t^ifcH underlies this adjective. On the other hand in the im-
1
 BARTH classifies DDn ivise and *$ä\ rlght among the nouns and adjectives belonging
to the transitive a perfect. ^^ cannot obviously belong to this class, äs it is intransitive,
and its imperfect is ^] from which it must be derived. In Nachtrage und Vcrbesscnrngcn,
p. 468 of the second edition BARTH corrects this oversight, and classifies both D3n and
"^  among the intransitive a imperfect forms. 03 , however, may really be taken to
belong to the transitive a perfect, äs the original meaning seems to be Ju distinguisked,
discriminated ; hence in Arabic Jp£i* = a judge. The imperfect 03 , which is used almost
exclusively in the Hokhma literaiurc, has a technical meaning, and
 % is· prob ably. a de-
nominative. 2 cf. HÖVi Gen 49 ,5.
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perfect z and ü in the second syllable are the characteristic vowels of the
transitive verb and a of the intransitive one. Thus we get transitive
(active and passive) participles and adjectives like !MJtp written; *\M3tö
observed from ü imperfect,· Tj?S a commander, TDN a prisoner from z
imperfect; and also intransitive adjectives like ]?b white, 1 $ black, 2
near (plural D^Hj?) from a imperfect.
However miuch we may differ in details from Prof. BARTH, it must
be admitted that this theory is the only one which fully accounts for the
derivation and meaning of most of the nouns and adjectives. No un-
biased investigator of the facts can deny the possibility of nouns being
derived from the imperfect stem äs well äs from the perfect. As to the
difference of meaning which one might expect between nouns or adjec-
tives derived irom the perfect stem and those derived from the imperfect,
that scholar does not say anything explicitly. But in many places of
his book it is assumed that two nouns or adjectives, one derived from
the perfect and the other from the imperfect, may be identical in signi-
fication. Thus ailjj near derived from ä imperfect is identical with
vJo^ and ^i-e from z perfect; /ar from ä imperfect has exactly the
same signification äs AAÄ; from perfect.
The same scholar also attempts to explain why one and the same
form may be active and passive. According to his opinion participles
and adjectives were originally infinitives, that is to say, abstract nouns.
And since in an abstract noun there is no reference to the agent or to
the one on whom the action passes over, it may be applied to either of
them. Thus «Jj^ Ä^* originally meant a way, a riding, hence a way
on which people ride; <*—>£) <J^5 originally signified a man, a riding,
and hence a man 'w/io rides. In support of this Suggestion BARTH reminds
fj ^X
us of the fact that in Arabic most of the forms J>s^ remain unaltered
in the feminine and plural» This remarkable fact, according to this
scholar, indicates that originally these forms were abstract nouns, and
that is the reason why they do not admit of any reference of gender
or number. In Hebrew also we find Wtf *&$} (Jer 4 39) in a verse which
contain the archaic form
In fact, however, this is not a solution of the problem. It merely
transfers the problem from the participle to the infinitive. It should not
be forgotten that we even find passive infinitives like Xto (Gen 40 15)
which tend to prove that even in the infinitive the active and passive
ideas were more or less distinguished. For after all no one can say with
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certainty that formations like SD3 belong to a later stage of development.
There is no decisive reason why they should not be regarded äs archaic
fbrms preserved in Hebrew. Without referring the participles back to
0 x" 0 j
the infinitives, we may say that J^AS and J^ÄS denote persons or things
who do a certain action, or to whom a certain action is done, that is to
say, persons or things connected with the action expressed by the verb.
The facts to be borne in mind about the participles in use may be
summarised äs follows: —
f)
 ' LArabic JJ'lS, Hebrew 7fc?1p, Syriac ^J> are active. In Hebrew it is
•seldom found of Stative verbs which have ü or z in their perfect, whereas
Arabic and Syriac form this participle from all classes of verbs withoutf> **
distinction. WRIGHT1, however, observes that J^U when formed from
J-Ä3 and the transitive JA£ (äs <-^J "to fear", ^^ "to ride", ^  "to
know", JfuS* "to touch") these nomina agentis are not only real participles,
indicating temporary, transitory or accidental action or state of being, but
serve äs adjectives or substantives, expressing a continuous 'action, a
habitual state of being, or a permanent quality, e. g. ^ ^ "writing", "a
scribe", *>l£ "serving", fia servant", ^li "judging", ua judge", ^Jli "a
scholar", <-^A£ uan ascetic". But if from an intransitive J^l and J-is,
they häve only the participial sense, the adjectival being expressed by one
or other of the nominal forms enumerated in § 231. Thus ^U or J^
"being glad", "rejoicing", ^14- "being cowardly", JL?Li '^being liberal",
^c ' ' '3^^ ( 'being narrow", "confined", are participles, the adjectives which
indicate the corresponding permanent qualities or characteristics are
^j3 and J»>4· °r o^^4 "gladsome", ficheery?', o^4- "cowardiy", *\^.
"bountiful", "generous" and <££> "narrow". In another place2 he says
Q ** y x x» -
that J^U is rarely used äs a verbal adjective from J^ (intransitive)
or Jil; e. g. ^S <irsafe", "secure" = l^J or £«\ from ^\-, ^JLi fisafe",
i<sound"=^Jr^ from ^\ *<& "barren>; from C»y&; J^^. "sour",
"acid" from JoÜ or JP^-. LAGARDE3 on the other hand regards the
J^ forms of Stative verbs äs late.
^ '
J^ÄÄ is used in Arabic indifferently, both with active and passive
significations,. without any special tendency to one or the other. It is
true that mostly this form has an active signification, but this is merely
accidental, since regularly for the participles proper Arabic employs
Arabic Grammar § 230 Rem. e. 2 O. c. S 232 Rem. b.
3 See- Bildung der Nomina, p. 83.
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for the active and J>«A* for the passive. In Syriac it has become
the usual form to denote the agent, especially when its first syllable is
lengthened, s l$oaa a commander. But there also exist forms with a
passive meaning. LAGARDE x quotes the following forms ^o&a «=
παρθένος (Cor a 7 34). Fern. JJo&> AJ^xf ΓφΓβ. JLaot; a concubine,
food, *o£\, a garment = ^ y^· One cannot understand why Hebrew
cannot belong to this class, s LAGARDE states emphatically. He main-
tains that t^ O1? is corrupted form t fob = JfQ* The omission of the
first vowel d is not at all surprising s \ve find TD3 = TD3 and ^SJ =
BARTH considers t zb, and presumably also >»<*££, s an infinitive
which has become concrete. To this class, according to BARTH,
belong also ^D a border and Ή3\ # charioL This latter, by the way, occurs
only with a suffix, and it is possible that the absolute state is ΈΚΓ\. This
view is, however, untenable. For if we assume that all infinitives may
become concrete, there would be no necessity to divide forms into parti-
ciples and infinitives. We could regard all of them s infinitives, some
of which remained abstract nouns, while others became concrete. It is
much more logical to take concrete nouns s original participles, provided
the form allows us to regard them s such. It is therefore preferable
to take 2to*} and Uhzh s passive participles. It should be remembered
that in Hebrew one says •ΡΉΞΓΓΙΝ Utzb (Lev 16 24) where 1}| is the direct
object of $3*?, hence t ^ b = something that is piit on. BARTH cites s
0 js '
passive J^A the well known J^eoJiii beloved, a friend, s well s ^fcHIDto
KI^l the hidden things of the heart.
In Hebrew ^t3]J is the regul r passive participle. There are sporadic
instances of this form being used with an active signification. BARTH
on p. 175 gives an almost exhaustive list of these instances to which I
should like to add pHSty and γφ\ (Hos 5 n). LXX renders that verse
κατεδυνάοτευοεν Έφραίμ τ.όν αντίδικο v αυτού κατεπάτηοε το κρίμα,
evidently taking them both s active participles. It must, however, be
admitted that almost all the instances can be taken to be passive parti-
ciples. . Even ΓΠΠϊ^Π btt Π? (ψ· 137 8) has been explained to mean 0
daughter of Babylon, thou doomed one. CHEYNE^ says: "Thou doomed
one". Literally ^that art («= hast been) stormed (or destroyed/. The
Semite, Jew or Arab, prophet or common man, anticipates the future and
describes it s present. er past ( s completed or incompleted action). Hence
i Bildung der Nomina, p. 64. * See Nominalbildung, p. 184.
3 See o. c. p. 85." 4 Book of Psalms, p. 347 (1888).
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he says, ' am killing him" = "I will kill him"; "this man is killed" =
"he is to bc killed." But since, äs is known from all the other Semitic
languages, this participle could be active äs well äs passive, there is no
necessity to force the sense when the active signification seems to be
more satisfactory. At all events there unmistakably exists a distinct
tendency to employ ^üjj äs the ordinary passive participle, and this
form has almost completely supplanted the old btäß which seems to have
been used äs a passive participle, äs * >^ (Jud 138) for instance1.
J^AS in Arabic is used almost exactly in the same way äs J>«,
both with active and passive significations. Grammarians usually regard
f) -
this form äs a passive adjective. So WRIGHT2, for instance, says:
when derived from a transitive v erb has usually a passive sense \ äs
Jo "slain" = Jyüu*. There probably is a preponderant majority of
instances of this adjective with a passive signification. Yet in spite of
this there is no trace of any tendency. The circumstances that a larger
number of instances of this adjective which have been handed down to
us are passive do not prove anything, since one is not allowed to form a
Ö X
J-^AS himself and give it a passive signification.
In Hebrew the facts are pretty much the same äs in Arabic. Tj?S
a commander] K*OJ a prophet] TSß a reaper are active. iOfett a prince
(literally, raised above)\ D^D anointed (Cf. also II Sam i 21); 3 beaten
are passive.
In Syriac this form is the ordinary passive participle like ^tojj in
Hebrew. There still, however, exists a good number of instances which
are active. y.*£\, Holding \ ^^^ desiring-, +&\ regarding, holding (also
passive closed). NÖLDEKE^ quotes several examples. He, however,
offers· a quite different explanation.
It is needless to mention the well-known faot that an adjective or
a participle is frequently used instead of a concrete noun. In English
we also say the blacks, the whites, etc. Jewish grammarians call such
forms IKilDH ) ) 3 1fe?h, an adjective with the omission of the noun
which is qualifled, or, äs we should say, the noun is understood.
LuMSDEN" mentions a few rare forms ^vhich are used äs passive
participles. Jp*J a fallen-off leaf, '^ sacrificed, ^ prelate, someone
placed in front.' In Hebrew also we have such forms both active and
1
 See BARTH, Das passive Qal und seine Pariicipien.
2
 Arabic Grammar, S 232 Rem. a. *
3 Syriac Grammar, S 380.
" * 7. i. 10.
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passive. *1*?J a child (Gen n 30) = * (Gen 17 12) = $S^ and ^<Jj, respec-
tively. V?n JA«;/, pierced (cf. Arabic JA. //<? pierced\ JJJJ £/<?tf^, j0;;/£-
tJiing that intervenes (cf. Arabic ^ ). The passive $DJ rfa (Isa 49 7)
and the active ^*J 1b| (II Rg 9 25) should he* regarded, I think, äs Jlij
forms. BARTH1 classifies them among the J.£s forms which are ex-
ceedingly rare äs adjectives. To the passive J^*9 I should like to add
01 & (Eze 13 19) crumbs.
II.
Thus far for the regulär verbs. In the geminate verbs J*U is
usually unaugmented in Arabic and Syriac. We have J\> guiding,
feminine AJli. In Syriac the singular masculine is jJL^ on the analogy
of the mediae waw. The feminine is ll^, plural masculine ^»14 .^ For
in these two languages a letter may be doubled even after a long ä.
The fact that the z of the second syllable disappears is no argument
o s
against BARTH'S view that the origin of this participle is J^± and not
J-»3. For äs soon äs the first vowel becomes lengthened, the second
loses its importance äs a characteristic vowel and becomes subordinate,
and is thus liable to be dropped.
In Hebrew, however, where no dagesh forte can follow a long vowel,
it was impossible to retain the long vowel and at the same time leave
the form unaugmented. Hence, äs in most of the other parts of this
class of verbs, we find augmented forms with a long vowel in the first
syllable, like the regulär verbs, existing side by side with unaugmented
forms which retain the original short ä. Of course the psychological
reason — no longer known to us now — which compelled the Semite
to lengthen, in the regulär verbs, the first vowel and thereby making
the usually characteristic second vowel subordinate to it, must have in-
fluenced him to adopt the a and not the z äs the important vowel.
Hence the form became 3D and not DD. The augmented ID1D is by far
more frequent, because in the living language there was a marked tendency
to make the verb appear triliteral. ^ living, alive^ has frequently a
participial force, and, in absence of any other participle of this root, it
must be regarde'd äs an unaugmented J*U, although it is sometimes an
ordinary adjective. Mediaeval Jewish grammarians give both DD and DD1D.
In our modern grammars 2D has been omitted. entirely, without justi-
fication, I think. The reason why this form is ignored is because the
1
 Nominalbildung, p. 164.
Zeitschrift L d. alttcst. Wiss. Jahrg. 30. 1910. 4
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majority of the unaugmented forms are adjectives or nouns, like D'1?']
archcrs (Jer5O29, Job 1613) DH warm, hp_ light, and äs such they can
be classified äs simple J-AS forms. But in view of the testimony from
thc cognate languages and of one or two examples in Hebrew itself, this
simple unaugmented form should not be lost sight of.
It must be noted here that LAGARDE1 and BARTH2 consider such
forms äs % h^, ?, ?, h$, | , [?, Dfl äs J^l, because we find that in
Arabic they correspond to J^>, j*j*, etc., and in Syriac to L,!^ , ^A-j, etc.
But this view is quite inconsistent with the theory which these two
scholars are never tired of emphasising, namely, that the second vowel
alone is the characteristic one. We should have expected, accordingly,
the forms to be ?JJ, h^ etc. The reason why the perfect has ä is quite
different. In the perfect the second vowel was never emphasised äs
much äs in the adjective or noun. It must be remembered that it is
the lengthening that makes any particular vowel characteristic, and in the
perfect where all vowels are short they must be regarded äs of equal
importance. .TJJ can no more be etymologically identical in form with
js£ and JL.JÄ, than DDH with ?<£*- and >IA££. The fact that one language
or dialect adopts one form does not prove anything for another. BARTH
himself quotes such examples äs llljj near = Arabic cio^S = Syriac Ä^,
and pDTJ far = Syriac AAÄ;. And these latter forms are moreover identical
in their significations, which cannot always be said of the examples hl and
^A-J, etc. Moreover ^^ and >=u»al correspond to D^J·) and not to DPI,
äs is evident from the meaning of these \vords.· -It is true that BARTH3
thinks that it is possible, äs far äs the external appearance is concerned,
to classify these forms among the unaugmented or contracted JAS. But
he rejects this hypothesis because the last-named forms are rarely found
äs adjectives, especially in Hebrew, whereas adjectives like h$, hl are
very numerous. One cannot help recognising the weight of this objection.
All possibilities, however, have not been exhausted, and it is difficult
to see why these adjectives cannot be classified äs intransitive <JÜ
forms belonging to the ä imperfect. This class, äs a matter of fact,
comprises a good number of adjectives, usually intransitive, especially in
Hebrew, äs for instance ]%h white, )^JJ small, ^DD foolish, ^ right and
many others.' This supposition is in fact made more probable by the
'circumstances* that hp_ has imperfect ^j£ and has imperfect ;.
i Bildung der Nomina, p. 43. 2 Nominalbüdung, p. l S. ·
3 Nominalbildung, p. 171.
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in.
Quite a different fate was shared by the forms J^ii and J- ,^
transitive and intransitive, belonging to the geminate verbs. Hitherto
only augmented forms have been generally recognised. Thus BARTH
in treating of these forms always remarks that JTJJ sind überall aufgelöst.
This is already surprising enough in itself, for most of the modern schol-
ars have adopted the view that the tmaugmented forms are more ancient,
and that the augmented forms arose out of the tendency to make every
root appear triliteral1. We should therefore expect to find at least some
traces of the original forms. In almost all other parts of the verb we
find the augmented and the unaugmented forms existing side by side,
22D*? and ib^, etc. KAUTZSCH in the latest editions of Geseniuf Grammar*
asserts that the augmentation of the stem must ahvays take place whcn-
ever the ordinary strong form has an unchangeable vowel in the second
syllable (e. g. MD, SteD), or where the sirengthening of the second ra-
dical is required by the character of the form, e. g. ^ , $. The lan-
guage of this Statement is very accurate. We are not told any more
that contraction cannot take place, etc., but that the augmentation must
take place, etc., for on page 190 of that grammar it is stated that the
old view that 2D is contracted from 2DD is abandoned. But are these
two Statements consistent? Are we not to expect to find that JTJ? verbs
<> j* o *"
have developed Jy*^ and «J-^ forms according to their own style be-
fore the augmentation took place, that is to say, before the triliteral ten-
dency made itself universally feit? Apart from these conjectural specu-
lations, let us examine the facts äs they are. As to the infinitive ab-
solute which, according to the commonly-accepted view, must always be
augmented, it has'been observed already by J. OLSHAUSEN^ that /// an
irregulär manner the infinitive absolute is contracted in ^5 ? ^ -
(Num 24 15), frtfn te (Rt 9.2), nj$nnn njn ([53.24 15). Has KAUTZSCH
then quite forgotten that the participle Hiphil has in the ordinary strong
verb a long and an unchangeable i in the second syllable, ^t?j?
and yet in the geminate · verb it has the unaugmented HDD,
am aware that to this objection a ready answer may be given, namely, that
the i of the second syllable in the Hiphil was not originally long, since
* ' *in Arabic and Syriac it is short, äs «U-^*, ^^nvu This is, however, no
*' ' **· * t
refutation at all, for the u and i of J>«^ and J-^ were also originally
See STADE, Ilcbraückc Grammatik $ 1432, and raany others,
English transIatioD, p. 181. 3 Lehrbuch der Hclraischtn Sprache, $ 2451.
/l*
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short, äs was explained above, and in Hebrew the i of ^tpjjö is not
more changeable than that of TDK.
r> js 0 s
Our next step must be to enquire what shape the J^«i and J^
formations would assume in the geminate verb when not augmented.
Naturally the u or i could not be lengthened before a doubled consonant.
But it was sufficient to emphasise the importance of the a or i in the
second syllable äs a characteristic vowel by retaining it and dropping
the ä of the first syllable. Thus the unaugmented J^AS is 3b, feminine
rDD, etc. ; J-^AS becomes M feminine 3 etc. This assumption is borne
out by analogy of the other parts of the verb. Whenever the regulär
verb has a long i in the second syllable, äs in Hiphil, the geminate verb
when unaugmented has -r instead of it, äs 2Dg, instead of S^lpö. There
is, in the regulär verb, no other u by which we could prove that n
becomes — in the geminate verb. But an irrefutable proof is furnished by
mediae waw verbs. It is well known that the last-named class of verbs
is very much akin in its forms to the geminate verb, and wherrever there
is a long vowei in the former there is a short one with a dagesh forte
after it in the latter. That short vowel, being liable to be lengthened
when it has the accent, and 'the dagesh forte being naturally dropped
at the end of the word. Thus the imperfect of D}p is D^pJ and that of
MD is Sfr; the perfect of EHp is Dg, that of MD is 3D; the perfect Hiphil
of Dip is D^pH, that of MD is MB, feminine 30 ; participle Hiphil of
Dlp is D^pfc, that of MD is Ipö, feminine H|DO. Now the participial forms
ff
 9 ' ** 'J^si and J-£A9 of the mediae waw verbs are D^p and D^p, respectively,
äs for instance H^D fenced about (Cnt 7 3), HÜO wrapped up (I Sam
21 10), 5jäp JJ^DSl Ö^] and thy nest is put in a rock (Num 24 21). Hence
in the geminate verbs they would be 3b and ^D.
In the literatures we find a good number of forms which could only
be properly explained by assuming this principle. Of course formerly
all the forms of the type of Üb and 1D were taken to be kütl and kitl,
respectively. But we shall presently see that many difficulties arose out
of this latter assumption. Naturally enough the monosyllabic forms kütl
and kztl, in ^which the vowels ü and t, respectively, are characteristic,
'^ · * fy >*
would actually have the same appearance äs J>*^ and J- .^ But the
.meaning would at once give us the clue -to determine which form was
meant in every particular case. Thus we frequently find that one and
0 o ty s **
the same form is J-« and J-^ÄS at the same time. w^, for instance.
' " * '
signifies love, friendship äs well äs beloved, a friend. It is evident that
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o
t_^ in the first instance is a JAS form, arid in the second it is a
equalling V-^^Ä. which is actually in use and is identical with it in
signification. ' "
Further on the reader will find a good deal of examples which are
fully discussed and explained. For the present it will suffice to mention
a few instances which illustrate and, to my mind, conclusively prbve the
validity of the theory set forth above. In Hebrew tt (feminine ) *=fleece,
that is to say sometting shorn off, from Uä he cut, sheared. The usuäl
explanation that T? is a kztl form, that is to say; an abstract noun, and
that it originally means a shearing, hence ßeece, [is rather assuming too
much and is quite unnatural. The transition from a shearing to ßeece
o x
is hardly conceivable. Whereäs if we take \\ to be an augmented J-^
with a passive signification all the difficulties disappear. It is true that
in the ordinary strong roots we sometimes find forms which only admit
of an explanation similar to that of tj. But in cases where a more na-
tural Interpretation is possible we should have no hesitation in adopting
it. Moreover kitl forms äs nomina agentis are exceedingly rare. In
Hebrew we only have ^ a wayfarer (I Sam 124). And yet in the
geminate verbs forms like ttK a mutier er* (Isä 193) are proportionally
of very frequent occurrence. This fact tends to prove that some of the
fJ j* f> S
supposed kutl and kitl forms are really J^Ä* and J- ·^
It can hardly be considered to be accidental that D^S thorns has
precisely the same signification äs the augmented D^i-f. In Arabic such
instances are exceedingly numerous. "Almost every geminate verb has
both the augmented and unaugmented forms with an identical signification,
äs for instance ^-^- and <^*> .^ quoted above. This proves indisputably
that the two forms existed side by side, the unaugmented form being
the older one, but gradually giving way in the living language to the
triliteral forms, especially when the participle had something of the verbal
character in it, for the verbal forms are more subject to change than the
names of substantives. It must at the same time be admitted that in
G^ ^Arabic we find many JAS forms having the same meaning äs J- .^
. &<* . ' ·*!.·· 2·^
Thus <— *£ a hand ' = something beut from L-»5 be bcitt; ^ a heap, corre-
sponding to Hebrew 1?; J-> a mound, corresponding to Hebrew ^ . But
this is to be attributed to the fact that JAS forms of the ordinary verb
sometimes also possess a passive sense. Etymologically, however, theyf> *
have nothing to do with
i See below under BOX.
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As real adjectives or participles forms like Db and 2D occur now
and thcn in the Old Testament HJJh \t (Prv 25 19) is a very clear in-
stance. The meaning of HJh is very plain. It must necessarily be a
broken t oih. But what about the form? Several suggestions have been
made. Some read HJTJ bad with LXX1. Others either emend Π}Λ to
njJV^, or consider it to be contracted from that form. This is, however,
impossible. For there is no parallel case for such a contraction. Nor
is the sense of the active participle suitable here. For this root JJjn with
the meaning he broke is always transitive whenever it occurs in the Old
Testament, s for instance ^>m EDtte DJJhn '(Ψ 2 9) Thou shalt break
them with a rod of iron2 and D**V?3 V^] (Job 3424) Jie breaks mighty
ones. The only instance which apparently points to an intransitive sense
is ΓΓΐΙ^Τ tyll (Jer n 16). But even in this passage ijni may be transi-
tive and is to be taken s impersonal, someone will break its branches.
Other scholars think that VJl belongs to the root yjn was bad. tohj ijh
(Isa 8 9) is uncertain. Then on the other hand to render HJJ^ ]Vf a break-
ing tooth with a transitive sense would be against the parallel rnjJMD h^\
a tottering foot. The Suggestion to take Π)>Ί s an active participle of
Hjn he tended, fed hardly deserves consideration.
In face of all these unsurmountable difficulties the most natural and& s >*
only possible explanation is to take njJ5") to be an unaugmented J>^,
that is to say, the ordinary passive participle in Hebrew, and it would
then = njttjn. This explanation renders unnecessary the Suggestion of
FRANKENBERG, followed by TOY3, to read Hjn}, i having fallen out
after ). It should be observed that RASHI without offering any explana-
tion s to the form remarks that HJJh = Γφΐη, apparently guessing from
the context.
This unaugmented form of the participle is even found to possess
something of the verbal character, in at least one passage of the Old
Testament. In IRg 12 15 we read the following:— ^ « ^οΠ JJ UJ fcfy
The word H|p in this simple verse has caused
some difficulty to commentators. That 2?D = he occasioned, brought
about is beyond doubt. Arabic vJ^Jli (second conjugation of ^ ^) =
he occasioried, brought about. So also in Rabbinical Hebrew. In Biblical
1
 οδός κακού is obviously corrupted from οδούς κακός.
. .
 2
 The parallel clause 0^03Γ) "1^1^ ^D3 like the poiter's vessel tuilt thou skalier tkem pro-
ves that this reading is to be preferred to that of the Versions which read o?"jn thou
"wilt Und them.
3 HSnj in TOY'S Proverbs is certainly a misprinl
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Hebrew we also find this meaning. *p3K JV t^BJ'tea V$JD \?iK (I Sam
22 22) literally, I have been the cause, or, occasioned, in all the souls of
the house of thy father, i. e. / have brought about their death. That
the reading of MT is correct is made sufficially certain by LXX which
reads εγώ ειμί αίτιος των ψυχών οϊκου του πατρός 6ου. Peshitta's
reading KA*U is clearly a paraphrase. In Hebrew this use of ttf j is
purely idiomatic, s ΠίΠ Ί^ΠΤΙΝ I.T^K iyi IBteaa (I Rg 2 23) Adonijah
spoke this word at the risk of his life, literally, at his soul^ 3 being $
pretii (See BlTRNEY ad locuui). But in Syriac a literal translation of
U/DJS Vtep would not convey the right idea to the reader, and it was
tlierefore necessary to paraphrase the expression slightly. Hence there
is no justification for the Suggestion put forth by THENIUS, followed by
many scholars including DRIVER, to read ^DH / am guilty.
Now s to the form of Π§ρ it has usually been taken to be a Xsi
= rDIJp, that is to say, an abstract noun. DRIVER, in his Notes to
1 Sam 22 22, renders it there was a bringing about front Jahweh. BUR-
NEY assigns to it the meaning of Provideuce which can scarcely be deri-
ved from 25D. The Oxford Gesenius Lexicon translates it by a turn of
qffairs. None of these explanations, however, even if we should consider
some of them admissible s far s the word itself goes, relieves the above
passage from its awkwardness. Hebrew syntax would require the de-
finite article to be affixed to ΠΞίρ. For let us substitute such a word
s W for nsp, and the cogency of this augment would become ap-
parent. The difficulty is still more enhanced by the parallel passage in
2 Chr IO 15, where we find ΓΏΡί instead of ΓΟΟ. Now H3Di is evidently
Niphal participle, and one is hardly justified in taking it s a Substantive.
All these difficulties would be removed if we were to take J"DD to
&' <be a passive participle, that is to say, an unaugmented ^^ = ΠΜΟ.
The translation of the verse. would then be And the king did not listen
to the people for it was occasiojied, or, brought about by Jahweh, in order,
etc. By the author of the Books of 'Kings, who lived in the classical
period, of the Hebrew language, such a form s rDp s passive participle
was considered quite legitimate and intelligible. But not so by the Com-
piler of the Books of Chronicles, whose style is already decadent and
<> .*<
who belongs to a much later period, when the augmented J^A» s a
passive participle has..entirely stamped out the older and more original
forms. This Compiler had therefore to alter H|p to the Niphal participle,
for at that period that conjugation has usurped the place of the passive
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of Qal. This explanation of Π30 is somewhat supported by Targum which
renders it by Nrufe dccided, decreed, literally, divided, which is also the
old Aramaic passive participle.
The construction of DJJD 713D ΠΓΡΓΙ would be almost identical with
that ofHD5^1 ΠΓΡΠ Dito« ^JJ (Π Sam 1332) By the command of Ab-
saloni it was fixed. There can be no doubt that Πο11^ or Πο^ is a
passive participle of DttP or D^. The words "'B"^2 exclude, I think, the
conjecture of EWALD to take Πο*10 to mean a .force//, comparing it with
Arabic £l£> /^ zew unlucky, unfortunate.
IV.
It appears also probable that even the Rabbins were more or less
conscious of the possibility of such unaugmented passive participles. In
Baba Kamma (Babli) iob (last line) the following Baraitha is quoted:
''INty fcOK 11 1 DJ1N2 nD^Dity D^JJ fcW 31JJ ίΓΚΟΓΡ SfM& ^h DK
TnfJJJ The anonymous opinion about Ex 2212 is that.it means
he should bring witnesses that the animal was tont accidentally and should
not be required to pay, whereas Aba Saul thinks it means he should
bring the torn animal to the Court of Justice. It must be stated that
there are various readings of this Baraitha. The one quoted here is
that of RASHI. Tosephoth reads ΓΠ1ΊΝ the cursed one, and explains that
the torn animal is called cursed because iiperished without a benediction,
for according to the Jewish rite a benediction is to be pronounced before
slaughtering aa animal. This fanciful reading, of course, hardly deserves
any consideration. Other readings are mHJJ the one which is missing,
quoted by Tosephoth·, ΓΠΠΚ its skin, supposed to be connected with
Greek δορά, is given by 'Aruc/i;.T\yy *}y_ (two separate words) till, or
tq its skin is a modern conjecture. An unbiased reader of this Baraitha,
however, will have no difficulty in concluding that the Rabbins aimed
at explaining the word 1J>, and therefore the reading of RASHI is the
correct one, for all the other words cannot possibly be connected with
nj>. Thus the oppoaents of Aba Saul take 1JJ here to be the usual word
for witness. Aba Saul, however, probably feit the difficulty of the suffix
pf ttlfcW 'if »:we take Ig to be a witness. For although we find a suffix
anticipating the object s "1/fViVlN ίΤΗΠξΰ (Ex 2 6), literally, and she saw
kirn, the child,. this construction occurs only- in the case when the object
has the definite article or is otherwise determined. He therefore suggests
1
 Kthib. HtoM?, Qrenmfe. * Cf. Gen 45
 2I. Num 339> etc.' 3 Ex 22 I2.
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to take 1JJ to equal iTJftg, that is to say, it should be taken to be an
unaugmented J-^ S with a passive signification. Here again, s is the
case of Π!2ρ, it was' necessary to translate 1JJ to ϊΤΤΠ? in order that it
might be understood. According to this Interpretation the suffix o
^Hfcpy refers to the animal which is also the subject of *)W.
Whether the root *Π5> he tore, devoitred, is to be recognised in He-
brew or not, is a matter open to discussion. RASHI in support of his
reading HW3? remarks in the name of his teacher that 1% is to be con-
nected with 1JJ ^?^ "ϊβ^5 (Gen 49 27) in the morning he devours prey,
where *l)J is parallel to ^^". Of course 1JJ with the meaning of booty>
prey occurs several times in the Old Testament. Modern lexicographers,
however, derive 1JJ from a root ίΤ$, and connect it with Arabic \Si he
passed by, ran, rushed in. Cf. also j& an enemy. But the omission o
Π in itself, though probable, is sufficient to excite suspicion. Nor can
one easily follow the derivation of a word which signifies booty, prey from
a root which denotes he passed by. It is therefore preferable to assume .
the existence of a root TlJJ he tore} and connect it with Arabic U be
diminished, impaired, or made him lose. The fact that Hebrew Ί usually
corresponds to Arabic > is no weighty objection to this view, for we
find that sometimes 5 = % s for instance vxix = Τίδ]?1; ^  was poor,
weak, brought low = Arabic |^>. The Suggestion to connect WH with
Arabic J[> he guided, directed, which Suggestion is adopted by Oxford
Gesenius Lexicon, is on the face of it quite improbable.
For a fuller discussion of Ex 22 12 and of the other meanings of
Ύ$ see below under this root.
Starting from this point of view, we may find it interesting to exa-
mine in detail all^ forms like 2D, rDp and 2b, Π20, and see what light
can be thrown on the meaning of some passages or words in the Old
Testament, by classifying them, according to their signification, among
kitl and k tl or k til and k t l forms. I have excluded forms like 3D,
since these have already been recognjsed s participles by mediaeval
grammarians, and s adjectives by modern ones.
I have arranged the roots alphabetically on account of the con-
venience of such an arrangement, in spite of its monotony.
1
 U j5 also occurs.
[To be condnued.]
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